An easily implementable path solution algorithm for 2D spatial problems, based on excitable/programmable characteristics of a specific cellular nonlinear network (CNN) model is presented and numerically investigated. The network is a single layer bioinspired model which was also implemented in CMOS technology. It exhibits excitable characteristics with regionally bistable cells. The related response realizes propagations of trigger autowaves, where the excitable mode can be globally preset and reset. It is shown that, obstacle distributions in 2D space can also be directly mapped onto the coupled cell array in the network. Combining these two features, the network model can serve as the main block in a 2D path computing processor. The related algorithm and configurations are numerically experimented with circuit level parameters and performance estimations are also presented.
in the model. This configurability is analogous to arrangement of a symmetric template of state coupling in CNN terminology. With such arrangements in the 2D cell array, spatial obstacle data can be directly programmed onto the network area. A combination of this feature with the excitable state characteristic, results in a single layer CNN capable of path solutions in 2D space with arbitrary obstacles. Due to this single layer architecture, it is possible to obtain high resolutions in on-chip implementations for such applications.
The presented work focuses on a CMOS design parameters, due to the conventional availability of this technology. However, because of the familiar reaction function behavior, the same model can also be realized at the device level and through emerging technology methods, such as by utilizing resonant tunnel diodes (RTD) or self-assembled nanodevice structures [15] . The characteristic responses of such devices are especially suitable for implementation of the particular reaction function. These additional possibilities also render the model as appealing, especially if one considers the adaptation potential to nanoscale robotic applications where autonomous path optimization is required. The related application of the model is therefore investigated numerically, with path solution examples employing CMOS circuit parameters and a typical array size achievable in this technology. The overall performance estimations, with solution times for the given examples are also presented.
Excitable Network
The resistive-coupled single layer CNN model in Fig. 1 can serve as an excitable wave propagating network. For each cell ij in the 2D array, the cell state equation is expressed as 
Here, node voltage v ij corresponds to the cell voltage state, is a common bias current for each cell, and is the nonlinear current response of the cell ij. The capacitance can B either represent an external capacitance or an approximation to the internal cell circuit capacitance.
The linear coupling of the cell states in equation (1) form a discrete space Laplacian.
Therefore, the diffusion dynamics is already inherent. Several functions can be candidate reaction terms, as classified for reaction-diffusion models such as in [16] . An approximate view of the single cell phase space can be given as in Fig. 1 , which also analytically holds if one decouples the neighbor cell contribution in (1) approximated as an independent function
The real cell coupling is bidirectional however, this assumption shows the main state dynamics in the phase space, since one can write (1) as
Therefore, if a cubic I-V response from the cells and an offset bias current are established, a bistable condition in the phase space can be achieved (Fig. 1) . The specific reaction function is of particular interest, since it provides this bistable condition and the cubic characteristic is already available, through the device level implementation options. 
Representation of Obstacle Data
The resistive coupling of the network cells correspond to a symmetric CNN template describing the neighbor cell state interactions in CNN theory. If these couplings are arranged with particular spatial distributions, the autowave propagation in the specified regions of the network area can be prevented. Therefore, the resistive coupling of cells provides direct means to represent the spatial distribution of obstacles. It is possible to store data of such 2D navigational constraints, with direct mapping of the obstacles to cell coupling strength. The mapping of these obstacles can also be updated dynamically, as the navigation occurs.
Therefore, both static and dynamical obstacle distribution problems can be addressed.
By the characteristic of discrete propagation dynamics, if the coupling conductances are decreased, this weakened state coupling becomes insufficient for the saddle node transitions triggered by the neighbor cells. Therefore, the propagation fails along specified regions. As a result, trigger waves can be guided across the network area, avoiding regions identified as obstacles. Thus, we set these "forbidden" regions with arrangements of the resistive coupling distribution, representing the obstacle boundaries in a particular path solution problem.
For the related configurations, two static 2D obstacle distribution problems are considered as a room with relatively scarce obstacles and a maze, both as mapped directly to resistive cell coupling of a 2D cell array. For the programming of related coupling for numerical purpose, an efficient configuration method was previously introduced as the template image method [17] . In this method, one defines the coupling of cells based on the pixel intensity information of grey-scale template images. According to particular update rule employed, the coupling resistance between two adjacent cells was assumed as proportional to the absolute value of related pixel intensity difference in the template image. Fig. 2 shows the used template images for the particular simulated examples.
Regarding a hardware implementation approach of this method, in the past row/column addressing was used to program initial conditions to the network cells [14] . This design employed pass transistors operating in resistive mode, which effectively approximate the constant coupling conductance G in (1). However, a more efficient optical sensor based cell coupling can be realized for fast programming of obstacle data. Such an integration can provide the related input data in real-time, as a bird's eye view of the navigated area. A similar sensor integration for state programming of the cells was already implemented [18] .
Path Solution Algorithm
Based on an absolute coordinate mapping of 2D spatial data for a given problem, a simple path solution algorithm can be applied via the combination of excitable and programmable network characteristics: An estimated direction or an exact target coordinate (TC) is specified as the source of autowaves via related cell coordinate addressing and an additional current excitation of this cell during excitable mode. This temporary excitation starts an autowave originating from the target cell, propagating around the programmed obstacle regions, as the wave propagation fails across obstacle boundaries due to cell decoupling. In addition, a reference point can be defined in order to indicate the current coordinates of the robotic vehicle, which is to be updated according to the autowave propagations. In general, there is more than one available path from target to a given reference coordinate, however the constant speed wavefront travelling the shortest path will first arrive at a neighbor cell of the reference cell coordinate, thus triggering its state change. Here we use the term shortest path strictly for the 4-neighborhood connectivity model. Since a diagonal neighborhood is not defined, the physical shortest path in 2D discrete space is not computed. In accordance with above, the first detected state transition among the neighbor cells signals the correct direction towards the target. Then, the reference cell coordinate (RC) for the next iteration is set to this winner cell coordinate. The network biasing is removed to eliminate further propagations, which also continuous space such as [19] or discrete space as in [20] , [21] . The analytical methods in general allow simplified reaction functions mostly providing implicit relations for the propagation speed. As this nonlinear function form is very definitive, its first order representation can lead to considerable deviations in analytical estimations. Hence, we limit the current analysis with numerical results, which incorporate the previously implemented circuit parameters in order to provide implementation based performance estimations.
Numerical Experiments
The network dynamics and path solution algorithm are experimented numerically, in order to validate the proposed functionality and performance based on the circuit parameters of a previous hardware implementation. For this purpose, a dedicated analysis tool is used where the described algorithm is also incorporated. The circuit model and a piecewise nonlinear approximation of the I-V response from a previously implemented MOS cell circuit is employed in the simulations [14] , as shown in Fig. 4 (Fig. 2 ) are utilized to configure the 2D cell array within the numerical tool. The contrasting adjacent pixel regions are therefore effectively decoupled, which also identify the obstacle regions. The rest of the coupling conductances are constant throughout the network. As a result, the excited autowaves fail along the spatial boundaries of these obstacles. The simulated circuit level dynamical response for the room example is shown in Fig. 5 and for the maze example in Fig. 6 .
Together with the coupling configurations, the described algorithm is also incorporated with the analysis tool. Therefore, together with the dynamical response, a winner cell is Although higher speed is achievable for large (< ) values, preserving the bistable condition simultaneously will require a precise control of this current, as very close to .
Thus, a related optimization is critical in designs for this particular application. A worst case assumption can also follow if a maximum path length of 2 / ) (
is considered for an N×M 2D array size. This is a reasonable upper limit for the solution path length, which may still allow autowave propagation between two distant points in the 2D array. Substituting this into (5) gives a maximum solution time as
According to the worst case scenario, the particular 80×80 array size and used circuit 
